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Digital Book Index 

The Digital Book Index is a catalogue of major eBook sites, university collections, commercial 

and non-commercial publishers, and hundreds of smaller specialized sites. A search for 

Children's Literature in the Subject Guide of the Digital Book Index results in links to some 

3,500 contemporary and classic children's books and stories, including the State University 

Libraries of Florida's Literature for Children, a collection of the treasures of children's literature 

published largely in the United States and Great Britain from before 1850 to beyond 1950. 

International Children's Digital Library (ICDL) 

The non-profit ICDL Foundation's library has evolved into the world's largest digital collection 

of children's books. Currently its digital library collection includes 4,643 books in 61 languages. 

The compete ICDL collection is also available as a free iPad app. A limited number of titles are 

included in the free ICDL iPhone app. The ICDL also created the free Story Kit app that helps 

users create their own electronic storybooks for reading and sharing. 

Internet Archive 

Try the Internet Archive's site Open Library for an interface to the published children's books 

on archive.org and links to other online book collections. 

Library of Congress 

The Library of Congress' selection of digitized books includes illustrated children's classics for 

readers of all ages. The Library of Congress also makes available millions of primary sources for 

free online. To assist educators in teaching with primary sources, the Library offers classroom 

materials and professional development to help teachers engage students with content and 

develop critical thinking skills. 

Project Gutenberg 

Project Gutenberg is the largest single collection of free electronic books. With more than 40,000 

free books in the Project Gutenberg Online Book Catalog, the Project is on its way to meeting its 

goal to provide as many eBooks in as many formats as possible for the entire world to read in as 

many languages as possible. The Project Gutenberg site offers download formats suitable for 

eBook readers, mobile phones, and other devices. 

We Give Books 

We Give Books is a digital initiative of the Penguin Group and the Pearson Foundation that 

connects kids to quality online books. The books available for free online reading are a mix of 

fiction and nonfiction children's picture books appropriate for children through age ten. We Give 

Books also provides young readers the opportunity to practice philanthropy — for each book 

read online, We Give Books makes sure that physical books get to children's literacy programs 

worldwide. 
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